Public Schools

▶ Students given assignments to learn the Shahada and 5 Pillars of Islam when no similar doctrines are taught for other religions
▶ The whitewashing of Islam in textbooks when no similar ignoring of history is awarded to other religions
▶ Supplemental materials speaking good of Islam when no similar supplements are given for other religious faiths
▶ School field trips to Mosques when trips are not offered to other religious houses of worship
▶ Dressing up for a day as an Arab-Muslim when no similar day is offered other religions
▶ Taking on a Muslim name for the day when no similar day is set aside for other religions
▶ Wearing a hijab for the day when no similar day is offered for other faiths, such as wearing a cross of Christ or star of David.

Islamic Finance

Under Islamic Sharia law Muslims are not allowed to pay or accept interest. So all types of loans are “interest free.” They instead pay a fee of which some goes to Zakat. A portion of Zakat supports Jihad. This slowly introduces Sharia into our financial system through:

▶ Auto loans
▶ Student loans
▶ Home loans
▶ Personal loans

There are also a host of Mutual Funds which do not invest in Haram products such as:

▶ Gaming
▶ Alcohol
▶ Tobacco

Open hostility to America

“We are the community that staged a revolution across the world. If we can do that, why can’t we have that revolution in America?” – Khalilah Sabra, December 2015 (a Muslim activist speaking to the Black Lives Matter Convention regarding the deadly Arab Spring in the Middle East)

Need More Information On Islam:

WikiIslam.Net
Jihadwatch.Org
FrontPageMag.Com
Persecution.Org
PoliticalIslam.Com
CreepingSharia.wordpress.Com
Thereigionofpeace.Com
ClarionProject.Org

For Information About This Brochure:

Visit Us on the Web!
CounterJihadCoalition.org

Like Us on Facebook!
Counter Jihad Coalition

Email Us!
CounterJihadCoalition@gmail.com

FREE Downloads of all our brochures can be found on our web site. Please download, print and distribute.
Civilization jihad is also known as cultural jihad or stealth jihad. It is deadlier than violent jihad, because it not only undermines Western culture, it extinguishes liberty, which is the principle behind America's extraordinary success over two centuries. Why? It is never over. It continues to grow over time until an entire culture is eliminated and replaced with Islamic culture. What are forms of Civilization Jihad? Where is it taking place? Here are just a few examples:

**Local Law Enforcement**
- Exclusion of trainers and materials that tell the truth about Islam
- Formation of Islamic public affairs units which do not exist for any other religious or ethnic group
- Outreach programs with the Muslim community which is not done for any other religious or ethnic group

**State and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies**
- All training materials purged of anything factual on Islam
- Agents cannot enter a Muslim home unless a male is there
- Muslim public affairs units
- CAIR issued directives not to talk to the FBI or local police (CAIR is a Muslim public advocacy organization with ties to terror related activities - defined by the FBI as a unindicted co-conspirator in the Holyland Foundation Trial, TX 2007.)
- Outreach programs with Muslims at the state and county level

**Interfaith Groups**
- Guidelines established by Muslims prohibit asking questions on anything dealing with violence, totalitarianism, or the subjugation of other peoples.
- Inviting other faith leaders to join and hold hands
- Islam to be portrayed as a loving, peaceful religion

**Demanding Special Accommodations**
- Separate swim times for Muslims at public pools
- Eliminating pork products at public schools cafeterias
- Taxi drivers refusing to take passengers with alcohol
- Taxi drivers refusing to take passengers with seeing eye dogs
- Demanding time for daily prayers at work
- Cashiers refusing to check out customers with pork or alcohol products
- Prayer rooms built at public airports and colleges at taxpayers expense

**Lawfare**
- The filing of frivolous lawsuits against companies such as:
  - Disneyland for not allowing Muslimas employees to wear a hijab
  - Against trucking companies if Muslims drivers refuse to deliver alcohol
  - Against such companies as Abercrombie and Fitch for policies against headcoverings
  - Against companies who refuse to give Muslims prayer breaks
  - Against meat packing houses of Muslims who refuse to touch pork

**Who is a Muslim?**
A Muslim is one who is obedient to the commands of Allah and examples of Muhammad.

**What is Islam?**
Islam is defined by the holy texts of its religion - not by the beliefs, actions or virtues of a Muslim.